
Business Plan Summary (Book IV+V: Biomatrix BM, Exoplanets, Lifeforms) Key Points: 
 
 
Biomatrix BM (Weighted BM): Introduces a new concept integrating extraterrestrial and 
human biology for exoplanet colonization. 
 
 
Exoplanets: Details data on hundreds of potential exoplanets for travel and colonization. 
 
 
Colonies: Suggests a colonization strategy focusing on 40-50 exoplanets with varying 
population sizes (60M to 2.1 Billion). 
 
 
Infrastructure: Outlines plans for infrastructure development on exoplanets, including 
transportation, energy, and communication systems. 
 
 
Architecture: Explores architectural concepts for sustainable and livable environments on 
exoplanets.Lifeforms BM 1,2,3: Presents a framework for understanding and classifying 
lifeforms on exoplanets.Dominant Life Forms Fermi 1,2,3 and Beyond: Analyzes the 
potential for dominant lifeforms on exoplanets and the implications for colonization. 
 
 
Benefits:Provides a comprehensive framework for exoplanet colonization. 
Offers a detailed plan for infrastructure development and architecture on exoplanets. 
Presents a scientific approach to understanding and classifying lifeforms on 
exoplanets.Explores the potential for dominant lifeforms on exoplanets and the 
implications for colonization. 
 
 
Target Audience:Researchers and scientists interested in exoplanet colonization. 
Policymakers and government officials involved in space exploration initiatives. 
Private investors interested in funding exoplanet colonization projects. 

 

Biomatrix (BM) +10000 Sides , 5 Books , newest IV 5 Parts , V : 

Biomatrix Operative Methods Series Summary The "Biomatrix Operative Methods" series 
is a comprehensive guide to understanding and interacting with biological systems, with a 
focus on exoplanet colonization. Key Points: Biomatrix Concept: Introduces a theoretical 
framework (Biomatrix) for comprehending and manipulating biological systems. Weighted 
Biomatrix: Explores a new concept (Weighted Biomatrix) integrating extraterrestrial and 
human biology (Books IV & V, 2024). Collaborative Effort: Authored by you (Knut Robert 
de la Schumann) with large language models (LLMs) like Gemini (formerly BARD). 
Extensive Content: Over 10,000 pages with practical applications using Python and 
graphics programs. Exoplanet Exploration: Details data on hundreds of potential 



exoplanets for travel and colonization. Colonization Strategy: Suggests focusing on 40-50 
exoplanets with varying population sizes (60M to 2.1 Billion). Benefits for Researchers: 
Gain deeper understanding of biological systems. Conduct innovative research using the 
Biomatrix framework. Utilize practical tools for data analysis. Explore the frontiers of 
astrobiology and exoplanet colonization. Continuous Updates: The series is constantly 
evolving to incorporate the latest scientific advancements for doctoral students and 
researchers. 

 
 
Best Investment BM ( Realisation in 10 -15 Years )  
Business Plan for Investors (February 1, 2024) 
Summary: 
 
Seeking investments from $1 million to $100 billion. 
Utilize the self-developed BM system. 
Target investors in Bern, Switzerland. 
Conduct investment pitches through telephone conversations and meetings. 
Investment Highlights: 
 
Proven track record with successful BM system implementation. 
Experienced team with expertise in the field. 
Strong market potential with significant growth opportunities. 
Clear investment strategy with defined milestones and deliverables. 
Call to Action: 
 
Invite investors to contact us for further information and to schedule a meeting. 
Provide contact details, including email address and phone number. 
Express our willingness to answer any questions and address any concerns. 
Additional Information: 
 
The BM system is a proprietary technology that has been developed and tested over the 
past several years. 
The system has the potential to revolutionize the way businesses operate and interact 
with their customers. 
The target market for the BM system is global, with a focus on the European market. 
The team has a proven track record of success in the business world. 
The team is passionate about the BM system and its potential to make a positive impact 
on the world. 
 

 

 


